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Rising Costs
• The cost of healthcare in the United States is continuing to rise at an 

unsustainable rate

• Americans spent $3.65 trillion on health care in 2018
• This translates to $11,121 per person
• Spending in 2018 was 4.4% higher than in 2017
• Per-person spending among the privately insured rose 4.5% in 2018 despite the fact 

enrollment in private plans stayed flat
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cost of healthcare in the united states has been rising at an unsustainable rate. There are many factors at play in this complex system, but the result is that Americans are paying more than $11,000 per person on healthcare.Healthcare is so expensive in America that total spending is greater than the GDP of most countries.



Bending the Trend
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no doubt that rising costs are a huge problem and there will not be a single solution that fixes it.One thing is certain, we cannot continue to have the same infrastructure, the same care delivery model, and the same payment model, and expect different results.One of the major factors driving cost is the fee for service payment model.This is the payment model that dominates most provider contracts across the United States. It is a simple formula: Healthcare providers perform a service, submit a claim, and get paid for that service.This issue with this system is that it rewards volume, not value.It focuses on sick care and does not incentivize patients or providers to keep people healthy.Value Based Reimbursement models aim to bend the trend of rising costs.



Independent Health

• 350,000-member not-for-
profit network model health 
plan in Buffalo, New York
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1980 - 1996

• Traditional Fee-For-Service 
payment model
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1993 - 1998

• Capitation for primary care 
providers experiment
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1998

• Participation in IHI’s IDCOP – Ideal Design of the 
Clinical Office Practice
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Pay for Performance

• Asthma – Pediatricians

• Diabetes – Adult Practitioners 
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2001 - 2005

• Patient Centered Medical Homes
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2010

• Engaging Jack Silversin –
Amicus to co-design a new care 
and payment model in concert 
with PCP’s
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Challenges for Providers
• Value based reimbursement brings a multitude of challenges 

for primary care practices
• Increased workload for doctors
• Electronic Health Record impediments
• Patient dissatisfaction
• Ambitious targets set by payers to earn incentive dollars
• Loss of revenue

• Successful adaptation to value-based care requires changes 
to:

• The care delivery model
• Staffing 
• Role definition
• Technology
• Population health management

• Primary care practices lack time, resources, and expertise to 
transform their business while continuing to practice 
medicine
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Presentation Notes
There are a host of challenges that Primary Care providers face when adapting to a Value-Based Reimbursement world.As contracts shift from a fee-for-service payment model to one based on value, it creates deep-seated changes in the way Primary Care Practices do business.The primary care doctor is now positioned as the lynchpin of patient care, increasingly incentivized for delivering high-quality care at low cost. There is an increased financial importance to cost-effectively manage patients’ health at a population level.Without outside support, many practices struggle with:- Increased workload for doctors and staff- Coding and documentation requirements in the EHR, which some consider overly burdensome- Patient dissatisfactionLoss of revenue. If the business continues to operate the way it did under fee-for-service it will struggle to hit incentive goals set by payers. PMPM payments may not be enough to cover the care that was provided to patientsSuccessful adaptation requires transformation to the entire business. The practice must re-think:Their care delivery modelStaffing Role definitionsTechnologyPopulation health management



Value Based Reimbursement

• Fee for Service payment models have not been effective 
at reducing costs or improving health outcomes

• Value based reimbursement seeks to:
• Reduce costs (eliminate unnecessary tests and procedures)
• Spreads financial risk (incentivizes providers to achieve financial and health outcome metrics)
• Achieve better health outcomes for patients through:

• Disease prevention
• Coordination of care
• Chronic disease management
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Presentation Notes
Value-based models focus on the overall health of the patient and the population.The Quadruple aim is the goal of healthcare providers and a well-designed value-based reimbursement model.The goal is to: Improve the patient experience, allow more quality time with their doctor and avoid unnecessary visitsPut more focus on population health: understand the needs of the entire population, identify trends and respond to them before they become problemsReduce costs: by keeping patients healthy, avoiding unnecessary office visits, ER visits, specialist consults, and testingImprove Care Team Being: by utilizing technology, spreading workload, and streamlining business processesThe result should be a much more efficient and effective primary care provider experience.Unfortunately, as with most important changes, this is not easy to achieve.



Blended Payment Model

• Case – Mix adjustment
‒ Care management up front

• Fees for service – we want to encourage

• Surplus sharing in risk adjusted budget (assuming quality metrics 
achieved)
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2017

• Local Blue Cross Blue Shield plan introduces a 
new Primary Care payment model

• Western New York community qualifies to apply 
for CPC Plus
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2017

• CPC Plus status awarded

• Independent Health launches 
Evolve Practice Partners
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Evolve Practice Partners

• Founded in 2017 by Independent Health
• Applies proven methodologies in business process 

management and clinical practice transformation to

Improve, Redesign, and Transform 
Primary Care Practices

• Offers a unique service and software application for 
population health management 
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Evolve Practice Partners was founded in 2017 as an affiliate of health insurer, Independent Health.The goal of Evolve is to help primary care physicians achieve excellence in care and patient outcomes, while also remaining independent as the health care industry transitions to value-based care.Evolve brings together clinical and business expertise to help practices manage the transformation necessary to thrive in a Value-Based worldEvolve had a dedicated Practice Transformation Advisor that was embedded with Amherst Medical for the duration of the Transformation.



Amherst Medical Associates
• Primary care office in Amherst, NY offering family 

medicine
• 7 Physicians and 1 Nurse Practitioner
• ~ 10,000 patients
• 16 staff members
• EHR since 2005
• Patient Centered Medical Home

• Engaged with Evolve Practice Partners to transform 
the practice in 2017

• Transformation Goal:
• Transform Amherst Medical Associates into a practice that thrives in the new 

Value Based Reimbursement system
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Presentation Notes
Some background on Amherst Medical Associates:We are a Primary Care Practice in Amherst, NY, just outside Buffalo.We are in a suburban setting and most of our patients live in Amherst, the surrounding towns, and the city of BuffaloWe have:7 Physicians and 1 Nurse PractitionerAbout 10,000 patients16 staff membersWe have been utilizing Medent EHR since 2005And we are a certified Patient Centered Medical HomeIn 2017 about half of our revenue came from traditional fee-for-service contracts and half came from new value-based contractsDespite being an historically high performing practice we were struggling with value-based reimbursementWe were leaving a lot of money on the table with quality incentives, our doctors were working longer hours and not getting the results we wanted, staff was overwhelmed.We were also not alone in feeling this way, providers across our community were experiencing the same thing.In response to these struggles Independent Health founded Evolve Practice Partners to help support clinical and business transformation in selected Primary Care Practices



Transformation Approach
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Discovery Strategic Planning Execution & Adoption

• Value-based readiness 
assessment

• Patient satisfaction 
survey

• Patient journey map
• Staff & Provider vitality 

survey

• Define practice goals
• Develop strategies
• Prioritize projects
• Develop execution 

road-map

• Develop project plans
• Execute projects 
• Track progress
• Measure outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started the transformation with a simple 3 phased approach:We began with a discovery phase where the Evolve Transformation Advisor performed a Value-Based readiness assessment to gauge how the practice performed in key areas.a patient satisfaction survey was taken, patient journey maps were created to follow the patient through their provider encounter, and s Staff and Provider vitality survey was taken.In Strategic Planning we had workshops facilitated by evolve to help practice leadership determine the goals and objectives of the practice. Projects were prioritized and a roadmap was createdThen we executed the projects, tracked their progress and measured the results.



Transformation Participants
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Presentation Notes
Here we are looking at who participated in the different phases of the Transformation.During discovery, the transformation advisor lead the activities, spending time interviewing staff and providers. Providers participated but the staff time was critical to understand the inner workings of the practice.During Strategic Planning, the Evolve Transformation Architect lead the activities including the workshops. The providers were critical to set the direction for the projectsDuring execution and adoption, the Transformation Advisor lead the projects with providers and office staff. The transformation architect served a consultative role.



Value-Based Readiness Assessment Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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Current-State: 2.5
6 Months: 3.0

22 Months: 4.25

36 Months: 4.75

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Transformation really started with the Value-Based Readiness AssessmentThe Assessment evaluated the practice in the following areas:	Care Management/Medication Management	Population Health	Person and Family Centered Care	Care Coordination	Team-Based CareThe Transformation Advisor conducted the assessment and scored the practice in each of the areas using a standardized question and scoring system These are the actual scores from Amherst Medical. The original assessment scored us at a 2.5, on the line of “Under-performing”The goal was to increase the VBR score of the practice in all 5 areas to “optimized” (4.25) in 22 months



Patient Satisfaction Survey Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the patient satisfaction survey that was completed.It ranked and compared us to our peer practices.This allowed us to see where some opportunities were from the patient perspective. This was also important because one of the incentives on our value-based contracts is patient satisfaction



Patient Journey Map
Discovery Strategic 

Planning
Execution and 

Adoption
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of one of the Patient Journey Maps that was created.Evolve staff shadowed patients during their visit and recorded their observations.They documented thoughts and feelings of the patients.This was used in conjunction with other tools to see where the patient experience could be improved



Practice Vitality Survey Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Staff and Provider Vitality Survey was a very important tool to gauge the health of our organization.This survey measured the staff and providers in 6 categoriesLoyaltyUnderstandingEmpowermentMoraleStressTrustIt was anonymous but broken down by position group, so we were able to see how each group scored on different questions and categoriesThis allowed us to identify opportunities for changes in workload, communication, and management.



Strategic Planning Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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• Goal Model

• Strategy Model

• Execution Roadmap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic Planning was the next phase. It was conducted in a series of workshops and produced a practice goal model, a strategy model, and a roadmap for the projects



Project Prioritization
• Communication of Hours
• Document Policy and 

Procedures
• Community Resource Book
• Implement ADT Alerts
• Follow-Up Visit Templates
• Unread Portal Message 

Alerts
• NCQA Policies
• Care Team Huddles
• Structured Team Meetings
• Open Schedule 6-12 Months
• Fax Queue Automation
• Batch Eligibility Verification
• Automated Calling
• EMR Note Simplification
• E-Visits

• Video-Visits
• Electronic Consents
• Patient Point Installation
• Improve Portal Usage
• Automated Check-In
• Triage Improvements
• Standing Orders
• Pharmacy Champion
• Standardize Care Plans
• Patient Focus Groups
• Discharge / Checkout 

Process
• Gaps in Care Process
• Pre-Visit Planning 

Improvements
• Consult Improvements
• Motivational Interviewing 

Training 

• Rooming Improvements
• Behavioral Health Specialist 

Integration
• Staff Cross-Training
• Integrate Referrals and Care 

Plan
• Advanced Directives
• Patient On-Boarding
• Front End Redesign
• Lab work Redirection
• Ensure staff is working to top 

of license
• Implement QI Team and
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Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started the planning phase, we had over 70 opportunities identified to improve the practiceThrough the process we narrowed that list down to about 40 opportunities, ranging in size from a few weeks of work to many monthsWe worked to rank the urgency and importance of each project.We organized them into categories and eventually created a roadmap for our transformation



Transformation Roadmap Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The roadmap looked like this.We had 2 major themes:Transform Culture, and transform operations.Inside there were 6 major categories:- Change management: which included thing like leadership training for managers and supervisors and Workplace Big 5 assessments for staff.- Innovation: included changes like the quality improvement team- Quick Wins: which was scheduled first and was intended to drive efficiencies in the office build momentum and win staff confidence. This had things like fax queue interface, automated calling, and batch benefit verification- Value Based Readiness: contained the most changes. It had things like gaps in care, pre-visit planning, Rooming, and Behavioral Health Integration - Population Health: had the implementation of the Arcadia tool, mass notification of health gaps, and education for providers and staff.- Financial Improvements: focused on efforts to streamline HR and payroll and grow the practice.The bulk of the work was scheduled to take place in a 20 month window beginning in 2018 and ending in 2020



2

5

Tracking Progress Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we moved into the Execution Phase of the transformation, we utilized status reports like this to keep track of the progressWe also posted measures in the office so that staff was aware of the progress we were making.



Project Execution
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Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption

Automated Check-In Kiosk
• Increased Privacy for patients
• Eases front desk congestion
• Decrease check-in time
• Increase in patient portal users
• Consent transparency
• 1 FTE reallocated 

Population Health
• Aggregates patient data from EHR, RHIO, and Claims
• Provides unique patient risk stratification
• Tracks gaps and performance
• Care Management and Transition of Care modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The automated Check-In Kiosk was a major hit with our staff and patients.We were able to re-allocate one of our front-end staff to work test and referral follow-up, as well as assist with pre-visit planningWait times were reducedAnd we saw an increase in balances collectedThe population Health software is a major asset for the practice.It allows us to track gaps and performance. We use it for risk stratification and care management, as well as coding optimization



Project Execution
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Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption

Behavioral Health Integration
• Established partnership with 

local behavioral health and 
addiction treatment provider

• Embedded Social worker  at 
practice 2 days per week

Alternative Visits
• E-Visits
• Follow-up visit templates
• Video visits
• Over 700 alternative visits performed in 

18 months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Behavioral Health Integration had us partner with a local behavioral health and addiction treatment provider to have a social worker embedded in our practice several days a weekWe identify and refer patients to her and she is able to see them in our office.She utilizes the population health tool to document her visits.Alternative Visits rolls several types of visit together. The goal of this project was to eliminate unnecessary office visits. We created follow-up templates that the patients could complete on the portal to see how they were feeling after a set interval. If everything was normal and there were no issues or complications an office visit was not needed. If complications arose, we would bring them in. E-Visits and Video Visits utilized the technology available to us to see patients remotely if it is appropriate. Utilizing these methods we were able to conduct over 700 alternative visits in 18 months. 



Project Execution
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Discovery Strategic 
Planning

Execution and 
Adoption

PatientPoint
• Installed interactive touchscreen 

displays in waiting areas and all 
exam rooms

• Allows patients to access or 
activate portal accounts

• Displays patient education 
materials

Fax Queue Interface
• Configured interface to 

automate delivery of clinical 
documents

• Eliminated manual routing of 
most faxes

Quarterly Newsletter
• Began office newsletter to 

communicate changes more 
effectively to the staff



Outcomes



Assessment Remeasurement

First Measure:  2.5

Re- Measure:  4.0

First Measurement
Goal
Remeasurement
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January 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Value-Based Readiness Assessment was re-performed in January 2019All areas of the assessment improved from the original 18 months earlierOverall as a practice we moved to the optimized zone



Assessment Heatmap
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January 2019

Original VBR Measurement (2.5) First VBR Remeasurement (4.0)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Heatmap shows how we improved in the individual areas.We still have some areas to improve on, but we made improvements in most areas and there are no longer any in red.The largest risks have been addressed



Staff Vitality
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staff and Provider vitality improved in all areasMorale has improved, communication is easier and more transparent. We are still busy and stress is a part of our daily life but things are trending in the right direction.



Project Outcomes
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Project Outcomes
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Practice Outcomes
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• 28% lower total cost of care
• 26% increased Quality Outcomes
• 25% more Annual Wellness Visits
*Independent Health members: Transformation Practices vs Total Network

• 6% increase in Colorectal Cancer Screening
• 20% increase in Fall Risk Screening
*Catholic Medical Partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the practice outcomes that we have observed so far.Not all of the final measurements are in but everything we’ve seen thus far has been very positive.Independent Health saw significantly lower total cost of care associated with the transformation practices, increased quality outcomes (gaps), and more annual wellness visits.More annual wellness visits also means more revenue for the practice as these visits are carved out of the PMPM payment.We are on track to meet almost all of our performance incentives on our value-based contracts



Patient Volume
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My patient volume:

2017: 14 Patients per session
2018: 12 Patients per session
2019 YTD 9 Patients per session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the things we wanted to address at the start of the transformation was patient volume.We were seeing too many patients per day and not spending enough quality time with them.Over the last 3 years I have seen my patient load per session drop from 14 patients per session in 2019 to 9 patients per session this year.



Summary
• On site Transformational Advisor was critical to success
• Regular meetings allowed for appropriate goal setting
• Utilization of experts in different areas
• Engagement and enthusiasm of staff 
• More time for sicker patients
• Improved access to health data
• Improved ease of charting

• Happier Providers = Healthier Patients
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end, our transformation has been successful due to a few important factors:Having an Transformation Advisor embedded with the practice and on-site most days of the week was critical. He was able to engage with staff, consult with experts, solve problems, and remove barriers so that the providers could continue to practice medicine during this disruptive processRegular meetings allowed providers and staff to stay engaged and become part of the solution instead of just participants. Pulling in experts from multiple disciplines helped the quality of the projectsHaving the staff be part of the solution really increased enthusiasm and engagementIn the end we are happier and that is leading to happier and healthier patients



Questions
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